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Brief History of Advancements 
for Visual Impairment

American Foundation for the Blind Formed in 1921

Founding members: Helen Keller and M.C. Migel

A.F.B. standardized the English Braile code in 1932

A.F.B. began ‘Talking Book’ audio book program in 1935

A.F.B. blind inclusion in Social Security Act, 1953

A.F.B. began ‘Tellatouch’ and ‘Megascope’ programs

A.F.B. developed talking thermometer and talking blood glucose reader in 1978

A.F.B. etablished National Technology Center to help blind integrate with modern 

technology, 1986



Current Trends in technology 
for the Visually Impaired

N.F.C. (near-field communication) enables Bluetooth design for visually impaired individuals

Programs that read & magnify computer screen text

R.F.I.D (radio frequency Identification) Tags

Robo-CArt - uses laser ranger findger

Brytech, Inc. - Currency identification scanner

iPhone - Apps for audible scan identification



Potential Technologies to Aid 
Visually Impaired Individuals
In-Store GPS

Sonar Applications

Voice Recognition

Laser Sensors

Body Heat Sensors

Braille output tablet

Robotic Guide Dog

GPS Walking Stick

Picture Scanning with Auditory 
Identification

Computer Generated 
In-store Mapping

Audible iPhone Apps



Information about Visual Impairment

Cane training is required before qualification for a Guide Dog

‘Acuity’ refers to the American Medical Association standard for defection in vision, 
where 20/20 is correct vision

‘Legally Blind’ is considered to be a person with a vision Acuity of 20/200 or worse

Most visually impaired people requiring aid use a cane, not many are severe enough 
to qualify for a guide dog.



Problem Statement

When grocery shopping, most of it is done visually. You see the product you want and 
you grab it, or you see that the fruit you like is ripe. If you took that away, how would 
you find the product you needed to buy?

Modern grocery stores have a seemingly endless amount of food products available to 
the public. For those with vision impairment, especially the blind, the ability to coordi-
nate grocery shopping remains difficult.

By implementing modern technology into the grocery store environment through 
universal design, shopping for food will be more enjoyable for everyone while being 
especially easier for the visually impaired.



Age: 29

Career:
Middle School Choir Teacher

Marital Status:
Engaged

Impairment:
Legally Blind (20/200)

Hobbies:
Music, Cooking, Poetry, Dancing

“I always enjoy finding creative 
ways to be more self-reliant”

Alayna
Persona



Basic Impairment
Ranges on the Snellen’s acuity 
char from 20/25 to 20/00, can be 
corrected by glasses Severe Impairment

Ranges from 20/100 
to 20/200, qualifies for 
cane use, but is not 
actually blindness (no 
light perception)

Legally Blind
Ranges from any acuity beyond 20/200 all 
the way up to no light perception, which 
requires cane use but can qualify for a 
guide dog



Design Direction 1
Redesigned shopping car enables a 
sliding bottom shelf to allow easier 
access to the bottom shelf.

Guide rails allow visually impaired to 
follow rail down to bottom. 

Folding in-cart shelves allow for 
stacking items.



Design Direction 2
Camera relays to shopper what the color the 
fruit they are hold is.

Sensor in fruit stand tests the sugar content 
of the individual fruit and determines how 
ripe the fruit is.



Product Dispenser

Voice Recognition

Touch Activated 

3rd/Final Direction Choice
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Computer Model



Scale Reference

Vent



Shelf

rounded edges for 
easy cleaning

‘fence’ to hold 
product in place

recessed space to 
catch liquid



Shelves are at a slight 
angle so that when a 
product is taken, 
another will slide 
into place

Slides forward slightly 
when door is opened 
(only after touch screen 
has been activated)



Touch Screen Interface

Product name is 
described by 
audible system

Machine will promp 
“open door to dispense 
(product name)”





Refined Computer Model



Refined Computer Model

Dean’s lable color theme
-blue
-gold
-white



Refined Computer Model

Internal LED Lighting

Shelving at a slight angle

Cut out in tray to catch liquid

tray located under shelves to 
catch liquid



Specifications

33.00

70.00
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Refined Interface/Story Board





In Context Shot


